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Words from two new volunteers
Dear Jorge,
It is really a great opportunity and pleasure to be a volunteer last month when we work
together to host a wonderful animal show for kids and their families from McDonald House. It
is the first time for me and my girlfriend Yue to be volunteers in the Earth Angel, never
expected it would turn out to be such a spectacular experience. When I saw kids playing and
smiling around with those lovely cute animals, I started to realize how good it is in bring them
out of the crowded medical campus and let those angels embrace the beauty of nature. As
graduate students in the University of Miami, we spend a lot of time conducting researches
and experiments that may eventually lead to better disease curing of pediatric patients.
However, after the event, I believe ‘happiness’ is the only best medicine we can have in
taking care of the patients. The truth is we can never create happiness for those earth angels
by conducting researches or by creating new drugs in the lab. Earth Angel make it possible for
us to bring this magical drug to the kids by providing a day-long of true happiness and smile
that will surely benefit the curing the kids and reassuring their families. We would thank you
very much for Earth Angel in hosting the animal show and we will continue to devote our time
for the following events. Hope you are doing well!
With best regards,
Shuhua Zheng and Yue Meng

Mr. Nelso Puello from Allstate
Insurance Company, handing Mr.
Jorge Wood a check from Allstate
Foundation for $1000.00

2015 Events & Outings
.

January – Robert Sonner’s Animal Show at the Ronald McDonald House was wild.
February – Metro Zoo was hot but the families still enjoyed seeing the animals and were able to
relax. The kids went wild seeing all the animals and feeding the giraffes.
March –We took the families from the Ronald House to Robert Sooner Animal Rescue Center in
Homestead. It was great to see the animals and also learn about them. The families were able to
handle and pet some of the animals. There was a bounce house for the kids.
May – Took the families to Butterfly World. It was amazing, like always and colorful.
The families are very grateful that we spend time with them and helping them forget what they
are going through. They really enjoy our events because we are genuine and give unconditional,
which makes them feel relaxed and able to enjoy every activity and outing.

Volunteers
Aleksey Alekseyenko, Eloisa Zayas-Bazan, Andrea Gomez, Shelley Krause, Andy Mejia,
Yue Meng, Laurin Pacheco, Chiara Pastori, Megan Rashid, Maggie Wood, Jorge Wood,
Shuhua Zheng
Earth Angels searches for special people to be part of our family. One of the qualities that
we look for, is having a genuine heart and all of you have it. We realize how lucky we are
and are grateful that you are part of our family.
You have extended your hands to comfort a child and/or a parent. You have hugged them to
let them know that you are there and that things will be OK. You have smiled and laughed,
to let them know that you will help them forget what they are going through and it is time
to have some fun and play. The unconditional love that all of you offer shows them how
much you really care. All of you have made a huge difference in lives you have touched.

Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's about learning to dance in the
rain.

There is no doubt that what
Earth Angels does works. The
expressions on these faces,
tells part of the story. There is
so much more, that there is
not enough time to take
pictures of all of them. Each
second, minute and hour the
expressions and actions
change.

Some words from the families
Quiero agradecer de todo corazón a Angeles de la Tierra por brindarnos la oportunidad de
salir a divertirnos con nuestros hijos al zoológico de Miami y darnos de almorzar. Dios
Bendiga la labor que ustedes hacen y les recompense en grande su tiempo, dedicación,
carino, y color humano que nos dan a nosotros las familias que venimos con problemas de
salud en la vida de nuestros hijos, desde Nicaragua.
Translation: I would like to thank Earth Angels with all my heart, for giving us the chance to
have fun with our children at the Miami Zoo and give us lunch. May God bless you for what
you are doing and reward you for the time, dedication and warmth that you give to us and
the families that come with health problems and in the lives of our children, from
Nicaragua.
-Nelson Jarquin, Samuel Jarquin, Mateo Jarquin, Sandra Gonzalez

Agradezco el dia hermoso que tuvimos en el zoologico, mi pequeno Theo lo disfruto mucho y
claro yo su mama también. Gracias Angeles de la Tierra. Besos para todos de nosotros.
Translation: We want to thank you for taking us to the zoo. We had a great day. My son,
Theo really enjoyed it and had a lot of fun and of course also the mom. Thank you Earth
Angels.
Roxi Rivas y Theo Moreira.

Estoy muy agradecida por todas las atenciones que todos ustedes tuvieron para todos
nosotros y también por tomarce el tiempo y dedicación fue fabulosa, el viaje al zoológico, y
quisiera darles las gracias por ser unos Angeles muy especiales. Todos los voluntarios gracias.
Los veremos pronto.
Translation: I am very grateful for all the care the Earth Angels volunteers gave us. For
taking time to take us to the zoo, and I would like to thank you for being very special Angels.
Thanks all the volunteers. We'll meet soon.
-Leticia de Mexico

Este viaje fue maravillosa, nos encanto. Una experiencia inolvidable. Mi niño de 4 anos salio
diciendo que no se quria ir del parque de las mariposas. Estaba muy feliz. Muchas gracias por
esta gran oportunidad.
Bendiciones,
Translation: This trip was wonderful and we loved it. It was an unforgettable experience.
My 4-year-old boy came out saying that he does not want to leave Butterfly World. I was
very happy. Thank you very much for this great opportunity.
Blessings,
Yrma & Jean Lucas

Life & The Missing Pieces
If we could see different parts of life, we would learn that life is not what we think it is. As we
continue our journey, we must keep our eyes, mind and hearts open, to be able to learn and see new
things that will make us more complete.
This means, we have to slow down and really pay attention. It will not be easy for some of you but I
promise that if you do, your life and the way you used to see it, will change in some way.
In this newsletter, we will try to show you a small piece of life through different eyes.

Society Has A Life Threatening Illness
“Please don’t judge me by the way I look, speak or act. Try to get to know me, to see who I really
am. If at the end, you still don’t want me in your life, at least you gave me a chance and in the
process, you met someone new. You and I learned something new about each other.” Anonymous. If
only our eyes saw souls instead of bodies, how very fifferent our ideals of beauty would be.
In my eyes, Society has a virus/stigma, even though it is getting better. The reason that I write this is
because we are living in a society that dictates the way we are supposed to act & who we should be;
if you are different, there is something wrong. We are being taught not to talk to strangers, but how
are we supposed to make friends unless you do? It has even come to people not talking to each other
because they are texting instead of dialing.
If a person has a deformity, they are sometimes looked at like monsters or something similar.
Sometimes the deformity is caused by an accident, a life threatening illness or were born that way.
They are not monsters but people that need to be treated like a person. We see and come across
people that have different preferences as having a disease or not normal. We are also taught or
have heard to be careful of people of different color skin, but aren’t we all made up of the same
way? Don’t we bleed the same? The only difference is the color of our skin. They are people like you
and I. If you take the time to talk to some of these people instead of judging them, you will see that
most of them are fantastic individuals. But if you judge them, they do not lose out but you do
because you just missed a great opportunity to talk to someone different than you and maybe learn
something new. I am not saying that everyone is good but you know deep inside who is and who is
not. We seem to judge people too much by what they look like on the outside. Your beliefs don’t
make you a better person, your behavior does.
We used to say it takes a village to raise a child but the village pushes people away. Can we really
take care of each other no matter what? I see and hear so many kids and adults that do not want to
come out of where they live because of their deformaty, the way people look or the way they are
being judged. There are others that are committing suicide, going through depression or trying to
live a lie to please ohters, in order not to be treated different. I hear parents tell their kids that they
are a disgrace to the family because they are not supposed to be a certain way. This drives me crazy
and I think these parents and society need to learn that everyone is different and this is our flesh and
blood.
Parents and society need to wake up and accept people for who they are and not for who they are
not. We have to stop wanting people to be like we want them to be because it is not fair for the
other person. This is why some people lose their identity and are lost in the world because they do
not know where they really belong. We need to change before we continue to lose our kids.
On a positive note, not everyone sees life that way. There are a lot of people/parents that treat
everyone like a person. They accept people for who they are because they know everyone is
different and that there are no two people alike. They give people a chance. They try to get to know
other people.
There is a song from Barbara Streisand “People Needing People are the luckiest people in the
world”. For me, this is so true. We need to live in a world/society that is accepting and taking care
of each other, then this world would be a much better place. We are moving in the right direction
because a lot more things are accepted in society that before was forbidden.
This is only my opinion, Jorge Wood, and no one else in Earth Angels. I know that some will agree
and others will disagree and that is ok because everyone sees life differently. Thank you for taking
time to read my article and hope that I did not offend you.

Ways you can help
 Financial suport
 Sponsor an outing and/or activity.
 Promote the organization to others, in hopes that we will be able to reach
the families that have a child with life threatening illness that live in Miami.
We would like for them to be part of Earth Angels.
 Promote Earth Angels to busniesses that would be able to donate items for
the inhouse activites and/or outings.
If you know of someone or some place, please give them our information:
Earth Angels, Inc
15801 SW 65 Terrace
Miami, Fl 33193
305-607-4108
info@earthangel.org
www.earthangel.org

Help us, help these kids with life
threatening illnesses and their
families forget what they are
going through. Help us make
them laugh, smile and have fun,
even if it is for a short period of
time.

